Nov. 11-1928
Dear Ralph:Had a good visit with Leake.

I think be likes the

work and the associations but I do not know about bis love
for the to,m. SanFrancisco is filled up. A Big city on a
small peninsula of land and no place in which to expand.
Consequently all yards and spaces are filled up with
houses packed close against each other. Did not meet Mrs
Leake but saw where they live. Nice place close to the
university, but all built straight up. Everything in San
Francisco is nuilt straight up. No other place to build it.
The M. Ds at the universities are first class.
Through Leake I met both deans, Stanford and Un;iversity of
Calif, and had a good visit with both of them.
And now you have built yourself a job. In the
next three or four weeks if everything works out, I am going
up with Leake and we are goin§ to try your CU2 stuff on some
dements. That is Leaks suggestion and as I have nothing but
time, I fell for it.
Now you must write me the particulars
in the matter of technique. Remember that I have NEVER given
CO2 to an anesthetic clegree, and I do not 1.cnow the tricks
if there are any. You tell mes and tell me exactly what
technique to employ in the dementia cases, and what I might
expect. Leake has been talking up there and has some interest
stirred up. And that's your job.
I would rather work in Sanfrancisco than here
because of the associations, but I would rather live here.
Ans~er is that I must come the grain more closely here, and
make something of it. I am expecting an invitation to talk
to the open staff of the Methodist hospital here. Said
invitation will be due to efforts of my friend Ernest Commons
,rho is on the Methodist Executive comtee. If I make a go
over, I might get a bid to organize their department of
anesthesia and gas therapy. Wait and see. I am peculiarly
short of confidence these days.
I wish I could get Leake down here, but I
have not the pull. I feel sure that he could have what
he wants in the \fay of stuff and we could have a good time.
Wish I knew Cutter the dean of this new school. Guess I
will have t o meet up with him.
Have to make a catheter today. Wish the
Down order would come through. I have a hunch that they will
work out, and the surgeons will have more ·confidence in seeint
a manufactured article used on their patients that they will
have watching the introduction of a home made implement
pushed through. Will let you know when mine arrive.
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If I get this hospital, I do not know yet what plan of
organization I will put through. However, it will probably
be the employment of an assistand from the start, and one that
is trained in the use of the filter. Hurry up and get Wineland
ready :for me.
And if you have mearned anything from your
experience there in the way of organization, hand it to me.

I will get my pay in this case from the patients
entirely, at the rate of from fifteen to twenty five per case.
I think that means mostly fifteen. I do not know exactly how
much work they are doing, and I cant investigate that until
I gat an invitation.
Then I can work her out. If you
know of a possible assistant let me know, but dont mention
it to the possible assistant yet• I hate to disappoint
anybody and this is-still in the air. I would prefer one
who knows the Regional stuff for I am afraid I could not
hit the ampule with t he needle. If I take one on, it will be
a good thing for him.

I decline to state any opinions as to what happens in
the deme nts until after I have tried it, as I dont lrnow
anything about it. Therefore write and make it in detail.
Regards to your family and say that t he sun is shining
brightly today. Fal l is here, as attested by the reversi on
or t he few deciduous trees that we ba:ve. Also ther-e is in
the air a feeling of approaching winter or waning summer,
which feeling I think is wholly within my mind. I am looking
for it. Matter of fact they tell me here that there 1s no
such thing as winter.
Supposed to start~ in raining
anytime now, and then they say everything will get green and
attractive. NOlv it is brom and not attractive. I am worried
abou t these song birds. Seems that•~ they have not sense
enough to start south and that the winter will get them if
they do not hurry. we have a lot or drive~,ays in to
private garages here that are heavily inclined and I am
worried how *R•~=sP• folks a re going to keep from sliding
down the winter covering of ice, especially that they have
no coal ashes to cover them with.
And now I am going to church.
of that?
Art.
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What do you think

